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Abstract

Facial image inpainting is a problem that is widely

studied, and in recent years the introduction of Gener-

ative Adversarial Networks, has led to improvements in

the field. Unfortunately some issues persists, in particu-

lar when blending the missing pixels with the visible ones.

We address the problem by proposing a Wasserstein GAN

combined with a new reverse mask operator, namely Re-

verse Masking Network (R-MNet), a perceptual adversar-

ial network for image inpainting. The reverse mask op-

erator transfers the reverse masked image to the end of

the encoder-decoder network leaving only valid pixels to

be inpainted. Additionally, we propose a new loss func-

tion computed in feature space to target only valid pixels

combined with adversarial training. These then capture

data distributions and generate images similar to those in

the training data with achieved realism (realistic and co-

herent) on the output images. We evaluate our method on

publicly available dataset, and compare with state-of-the-

art methods. We show that our method is able to gener-

alize to high-resolution inpainting task, and further show

more realistic outputs that are plausible to the human visual

system when compared with the state-of-the-art methods.

https://github.com/Jireh-Jam/R-MNet-Inpainting-keras

1. Introduction

Image restoration is achieved through the process of im-

age inpainting, a technique initially performed by hand to

restore images damaged by defects (e.g. cracks, dust, spots,

scratches) to maintain image quality. Recently, image in-

painting has taken a digital format, and is defined in com-

puter vision as applying sophisticated algorithms that inter-

polate pixels for disocclusion, object removal and restora-

tion of damaged images. Research in this area of study has

been propelled by the increased demand for photo editing

in mobile applications (e.g. Snapseed, lightroom, pixlr ex-

press and flickr), where modifications are done by erasing

unwanted scenes and/or recovering occluded areas. Images

contain visible structural and textural information which

when distorted can be easily recognized by the human vi-

sual system. Maintaining image realism is therefore of ut-

most importance. Several methods have attempted to main-

tain image realism. These methods can be classified into

two groups: Conventional and deep learning methods. Con-

ventional methods approach image inpainting using texture

synthesis techniques via mathematical equations, to obtain

image statistics from surrounding pixel similarity for best

fitting pixels to fill in missing regions caused by defects.

These methods [6, 3, 2, 4] use extended textures from lo-

cal surrounding of similar pixels to fill in missing regions.

Using patches of similar textures by Barnes et al. [2], this

technique can synthesize content. However, it lacks high-

level semantic details and often generates structures that are

non-realistic with repetitive patterns.

In contrast, the second group of approaches (deep learn-

ing methods) [26, 13, 39, 38, 22, 23, 37, 40, 16] uses gen-

erative neural networks to hallucinate missing content of an

image based on encoding the semantic context of the image

into feature space for realistic output by a decoder. This is

done through convolutions which is an operation that ex-

tracts feature maps by evaluating the dot product between

a kernel and each location of the input image. The con-

volutional features are usually propagated channel-wise or

through a fully connected layer to a decoder for reconstruc-

tion and may sometimes yield images: 1) that are overly

smooth (blurry) and 2) with texture artefacts that lack edge

preservation. Usually the lack of meaningful semantic con-

tent on inpainted images by the state of the art can result

from applying the loss function on the entire image, which

evaluates the error of the image as a whole, instead of fo-

cusing on predicted pixels in masked regions. In this paper,

we propose a novel generative neural network, namely R-

MNet that predicts missing parts of an image and preserves

its realism with complete structural and textural informa-

tion. Our algorithm takes into account the global semantic

structure of the image and predicts fine texture details for
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the missing parts that are consistent and realistic to the hu-

man visual system.

To enable and enhance the reversed masking mechanism,

we propose a reverse-mask loss in feature space that mea-

sures the distance between predicted output of the mask re-

gions and the corresponding original pixel areas of the mask

on the input image. To achieve this, we use features from

VGG-19 pre-trained on ImageNet by Simonyan et al. [31].

We revisit Context-Encoder by Pathak et al. [26] and with-

out bias, we make significant changes that overcome the

limitations encountered by existing state of the art. We de-

sign an architecture that focuses on the missing pixel val-

ues, to extract features and encode them in latent space in

an end-to-end fashion. In summary, our main contributions

are:

• We propose an end-to-end Reverse Masking Wasser-

stein GAN image inpainting framework (R-MNet)

with improved performance when compared to the

state of the art.

• The proposed reverse masking technique can improve

the quality of inpainting results by applying the re-

versed mask on the masked-image as target regions for

inpainting.

• A perceptually motivated new combination loss func-

tion defined using high level features to target missing

pixels to train the novel R-MNet to produce images of

high visual quality.

Our approach has achieved high-quality results. The out-

put images when compared with the state of the art have

more coherent texture and structures similar to the original

images without any post processing.

2. Related Work

Recent work on image inpainting is predominantly fo-

cused on deep learning methods due to their ability to cap-

ture distribution of high-dimensional data (images). The use

of neural network on image inpainting was first approached

by Jain et al. [15] as an image denoising task formulated

with parameter learning for backpropagation with the noisy

image as the learning problem. However, restricted to one

colour channel with a single input layer and limited to noise,

this model was extended to inpainted images but required

substantial computation.

Pathak et al. [26] introduced the use of adversarial train-

ing to image inpainting and propose the context-encoder

that combines pixel-wise reconstruction loss with adversar-

ial loss by Goodfellow et al. [8] to predict missing pixel val-

ues on images. Iizuka et al. [13], improved upon the Pathak

et al. [26] and proposed the use of two discriminators; a

local discriminator to assess the consistency of predicted

pixels and a global discriminator to assess the coherency of

the entire image. Yang et al. [38] introduced a combined

optimisation framework, a multi-scale neural synthesis ap-

proach with a constraint to preserve global and local tex-

ture during pixel-wise prediction of missing regions. Yeh

et al. [39] proposed to search closest encoding with con-

text and prior loss combined with adversarial training for

the reconstruction of images in latent space. Liu et al. [23]

propose partial convolutions with automatic mask updating

combined with re-normalised convolutions to target only

valid (missing) pixel prediction. Yan et al. [37] added a

special shift connection layer that serves as a guidance loss

to the U-NET [28] architecture for deep feature rearrange-

ment of sharp structures and fine texture details.

Yu et al. [40] introduced a coarse-to-fine network with

contextual attention layer that replaces the Poisson blend-

ing post-processing step in [13]. Wang et al. [34] proposed

a Laplacian pyramid approach, supported by residual learn-

ing [10] that propagates high frequency details to predict

missing pixels at different resolutions. Huang et al. [12]

proposed an image completion network-based adversarial

loss combined with L1 and Structural Similarity Index Mea-

sure (SSIM) [35] to improve on the structural texture and

authenticate the reconstructed image. Zeng et al. [42] pro-

posed cross-layer attention and pyramid filling mechanisms

to learn high level semantic features from region affinity to

fill pixels of missing regions in a pyramid fashion. Li et al.

[21] revisited partial convolution [23] and introduced a vi-

sual structure reconstruction layer to incorporate the struc-

tural information in the reconstructed feature map. Liu et

al. [24] proposed a coherent semantic attention layer on

a dual-network embedded in the encoder as a refinement

mechanism. Ren et al. [27] introduced a two-stage model

for structure reconstruction and texture generation with the

help of appearance flow in the texture generator to yield im-

age details.

In 2019, Yu et al. [41] proposed the use of gated convolu-

tions in image inpainting that automatically learns soft mask

from data. This network [41] combines gated convolutions

with an attention layer to automatically learn a dynamic fea-

ture mechanism for each channel at each spatial location.

Guo et al. [9] proposed the use of partial convolutions in

residual network with feature integration determined by di-

lation step that assigns several residual blocks as a one di-

lation strategy combined with a step loss for intermediate

restoration. Wang et al. [32] used a multi-scale attention

module that utilizes background content. Xie et al. [36]

introduced bidirectional attention maps that target irregular

hole filling within the decoder. Wang et al [33] reused par-

tial convolutions combined with multi-stage attention that

computes background and foreground scores from pixel-

wise patches. within the decoder to improve quality during

the reconstruction of irregular masked regions. However,
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these methods have a common practice of using multiple

networks as part of the generator or discriminator and ex-

pensive post-processing to perform an image inpainting task

and do not consider using visible information that targets

the missing pixels.

3. Proposed Framework

In this section, we present our R-MNet for solving im-

age inpainting tasks. We employ as base a Wasserstein Gen-

erative Adversarial Network (WGAN), using the encoding-

decoding architecture of WGAN networks we introduce our

new reverse masking operator that enforces the model to

target missing pixels thus allowing the network to recover

hidden part of an image while keeping the visible one. We

also defined a new loss function namely reverse masking

loss build around this reverse masking operator.

3.1. Network Architecture

As mentioned previously, R-MNet is build using a GAN

as base architecture. GANs have been previously used in

image inpainting as they are able to generate missing pixels,

unfortunately this often leads to the introduction of blurri-

ness and/or artefact effects. Recent works by Liu et al. [23],

Guo et al. [9] and Yu et al [41] try to solve this problem

by using partial convolution and gated convolutions. While

these two approaches aim to target more efficiently missing

pixels we found that they do not fully reduced the aberra-

tions. Our aim through the reverse masking operator is to

better target missing region in the image while keeping vis-

ible pixels intact.

First, we need to define some generic terminology that

will be used through the rest of the paper. We define the

source image as I, the mask as M and the reversed masked

Mr = 1 −M . The masked input image IM is obtained as

follows:

IM = I ⊙M (1)

where ⊙ is the element wise multiplication operator.

Our network architecture is designed to have a generator

(Gθ) and a Wasserstein Discriminator (Dθ). Our generator

is designed with convolutional and deconvolutional (learn-

able up-sampling ) layers. The convolutional layers encode

features in latent space during convolution. These layers are

blocks of convolution with filter size of 64 and the kernel

size set to 5 × 5 with a dilation rate of 2 and Leaky-ReLU,

α=0.2. We included dilated convolution to widen the re-

ceptive field to capture fine details and textural information.

The convolutional feature maps obtained in each layer are

the input to the next layer after rectification and pooling.

We use Maxpooling to reduce variance and computational

complexity by extracting important features like edges, and

keep only the most present features. We include in our

learnable up-sampling layers, reflection padding on a ker-

nel size that is divisible by the stride (K-size=4, stride=2),

and bilinear interpolation to resize the image, setting the

up-sampling to a high-resolution, and through a tanh func-

tion output layer. The goal of setting up the decoder in this

way is to ensure that any checker-board artefacts [29] as-

sociated with the inpainted regions on the output image are

cleaned and consistent with details outside the region. This

technique is equivalent to sub-pixel convolution achieved

in [30]. We include specifically the WGAN adopted from

[1] that uses the Earth-Mover distance, as part of our net-

work to compare generated and real distributions of high-

dimensional data. The generator will produce a predicted

image Ipred = Gθ(IM ). Using our reversed masked op-

erator we obtain Mr and combined it with Ipred to produce

predicted masked area image:

IMpred = Ipred ⊙Mr (2)

The overall architecture is shown in Figure 1. By using this

approach, our model predicts only regions with missing pix-

els which are consistent with surrounding pixels close to

border regions of the original image. This results in high-

quality reconstructed images that match the natural texture

and structure of the original images that are visually plausi-

ble with preserved realism.

3.2. Loss Function

3.2.1 Generator Loss Function

We define our generator loss function LG to evaluate two

aspect of the predicted image: the quality of missing pix-

els area and, the whole image perceptual quality. Building

LG around these two metrics will ensure that the genera-

tor produces accurate missing pixels that they will blend

nicely with the visible pixels. State-of-the-art methods

[7, 17, 23, 24, 9] contribute to style transfer and image

inpainting have used feature space instead of pixel space

to optimize network. Using feature space encourages ad-

versarial training to generate images with similar features,

thus achieving more realistic results. Our new combination

of loss function is computed based on feature space. We

achieve this by utilizing pre-trained weights from the VGG-

19 model trained on ImageNet [20]. We extract features

from block3-convolution3 and compute our loss function

using Mean Square Error (MSE) [26] as our base. Instead of

using pixel-wise representations, we use extracted features

and compute the squared difference applied to the input and

output of our loss model as our perceptual loss (Lp), which

is similar to [17], as in equation 3:

Lp =
1

κ

∑

i∈φ

(φi[I]− φi[Ipred])
2 (3)

where κ is the size of φ (output from block3-convolution3

of VGG19), φi[I] is the feature obtained by running the for-

ward pass of VGG19 using I as input and φi[Ipred] is the
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Figure 1: An overview of R-MNet architecture at training showing the spatial preserving operation and reverse-masking

mechanism.

feature obtained by running the forward pass on the output

of the generator Gθ[IM ].
We define our reversed mask-loss (Lrm) on the same

bases as MSE, but targeting only valid features created by

the mask region for reconstruction. Our reversed mask loss

compares the squared difference for corresponding pixels

specific for regions created by the mask on the image and

the reconstructed pixels of the masked-image. We use the

reversed mask (Mr) and the original image (Xinput) to ob-

tain Lrm, where

Lrm =
1

κ

∑

i∈φ

(φi[IMpred]− φi[I ⊙Mr])
2 (4)

Finally by linearly combining Lp and Lrm we obtain the

generator loss function:

LG = (1− λ)Lp + λLrm, (5)

where λ ∈ [0 1], to allow an optimal evaluation of features

by minimising the error on the missing region to match pre-

dictions comparable to the ground-truth.

3.2.2 Discriminator Loss Function

Since we train our network with Wasserstein distance loss

function (Lw), we define this in equation 6.

Lw = EI∼Px
[Dθ(I)]− EIpred∼Pz

[Dθ(Ipred)] (6)

Here the first term is the probability of real data distribution

and the second term is the generated data distribution.

3.3. Reverse Mask

We discuss the advantages of our approach using reverse

mask operator compared to Partial Convolution (PConv)

and Gated Convolution (GC), two approaches previously

used for image inpainting. All three methods are summa-

rized in Figure 2. The process in partial convolution layers

takes in both the image and mask to produce features with

a slightly filled mask. Each partial convolutional layer has

a mask which if renormalised focuses on valid pixels and

an automatic mask update for the next layer. With more

partial convolution layers, the mask region gets smaller and

smaller, which can disappear in deeper layers and revert all

mask values to ones. With gated convolutions , the convo-

lutions automatically learn soft mask from data, extracting

features according to mask regions. Each convolution block

learns dynamic features for each channel at each spatial lo-

cation and pass it through different filters. In this process,

the output features goes through an activation mechanism

(ReLU) while gating values (between zeros and ones) goes

through sigmoid function. The gating values show learn-

able features with semantic segmentation and highlighted

mask regions as a sketch in separate channels to generate in-

painting results. This network requires a substantial amount

of CPU/GPU memory to run the gating scheme. Our pro-

posed reverse mask forces the convolutions to subtract the

non-corrupt areas through the reverse masking mechanism

ensuring final predictions of the missing regions, with the

help of the reverse mask loss, forcing the network via the

backward pass to focus on the predictions of the missing

regions yielding more plausible outcomes.
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Figure 2: Illustration of partial convolution (left) and gated convolution (middle) and Reverse-masking (right).

Figure 3: Sample images from Quick-Draw Dataset by

Iskakov et al. [14]

4. Experiment

In this section, we introduce datasets used in this work

and present our implementation. We evaluate our approach

qualitatively and quantitatively, demonstrating how effec-

tive our method is in performing image inpainting without

any post-processing mechanism.

4.1. Datasets

We use three publicly available datasets to evaluate our

method: CelebA-HQ [18], Places2 [43] and the Paris Street

View [5]. For masking, we use the Quick Draw mask

dataset [14] shown on Figure 3, which contains 50,000 train

and 10,000 test sets designed based on 50 million human

drawn strokes in vector format combined to form irregular

shapes (patterns) [14] of size 512×512 pixels. During train-

ing and testing, we randomly select the masks from various

sets and resize each to 256 × 256. We used the CelebA-

HQ curated from the CelebA dataset [25] by Karras et al.

[18]. From the 30,000 high quality images of 1024× 1024,

512×512 and 128×128 resolutions, we followed the state-

of-the-art procedures [23] and split our dataset into 27,000

training and 3,000 testing set. The Places2 [43] dataset

contains more than 10 million images with more than 400

unique scene categories with 5,000 to 30,000 train images.

We split the training and testing set according to the state-

of-the-art [26] and trained our network to understand scene

category. The Paris Street View has 14,900 training images

and 100 validation images. We use the same testing set as

described in the state-of-the-art [26] for our experiment.

4.2. Implementation

We use the Keras library with TensorFlow backend to

implement our model. Our choice of datasets matches

the state of the art [23, 24, 26, 24] with similar experi-

mental settings. We resize all images and masks using

OpenCV library interpolation function INTER_AREA to

256× 256× 3 and 256× 256× 1 respectively. We use the

Adam optimizer[19] with learning rate of 10−4, β = 0.9
for Gθ and 10−12, β = 0.9 for Dθ. We train our model

with a batch size of 5 on NVIDIA Quadro P6000 GPU ma-

chine, on Places2 and Paris Street View. We use NVIDIA

GeForce GTX 1080 Ti Dual GPU machine on CelebA-HQ

dataset high-resolution images. It takes 0.193 seconds to

predict missing pixels of any size created by binary mask

on an image, and 7 days to train 100 epochs of 27,000 high-

resolution images.

5. Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we

compare R-MNet with three other methods on the same set-

tings for image size, irregular holes and datasets. Our ex-

periments include

• CE: Context-Encoder by Pathak et al. [26]

• PConv: Partial Convolutions by Liu et al. [23]

• GC: Free-Form image inpainting with Gated Convolu-

tions by Yu et al. [41]

• R-MNet-0.1: R-MNet using ℓrm when λ= 0.1, our

proposed method.

• R-MNet-0.4: R-MNet using ℓrm when λ= 0.4, our

proposed method.
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(a) Masked (b) CE [26] (c) PConv [23] (d) GC [41] (e) R-MNet (f) GT

Figure 4: Visual comparison of the inpainted results by CE, PConv, GC and R-MNet on CelebA-HQ [23] where Quick

Draw dataset [14] is used as masking method using mask hole-to-image ratios [0.01,0.6].

5.1. Qualitative Comparison

We carried out experiments based on similar implemen-

tations by Liu et al. [23], Pathak et al. [26] and pre-trained

model for the state of the art [41] and compared our results.

For Places2 dataset, we randomly select 10,000 training

samples to match [26] and use the same number of test sam-

ples to evaluate our model. We show our results on Figure 4.

For CelebA-HQ, we downloaded pre-trained models for the

state of the art [41] and compared our results. Based on

visual comparison, our model shows realistic and coherent

output images. Observing from Figure 4, other models fail

to yield images with structural and textural content as the

images are either blurry or fail due to the image-to-hole ra-

tio increase with arbitrary mask.

5.2. Quantitative Comparison

To statistically understand the inpainting performance,

we quantify our model with the state of the art and com-

pared our results, based on four classic metrics: Frechet In-

ception Distance (FID) by Heusel et al. [11], Mean Abso-

lute Error (MAE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), and

SSIM [35]. The FID measures the quality of reconstructed

images by calculating the distance between feature vectors

of ground-truth image and reconstructed images. The other

metrics (MAE, PSNR, SSIM) evaluate at pixel and percep-

tual levels respectively. The results in Table 1 are evaluated

based on masks with various test hole-to-image area ratios

ranging from [0.01,0.6], on a test set of 3000 images from

(a) Masked (b) R-MNet (c) GT

Figure 5: Results of image inpainting using R-MNet-0.4

on CelebA-HQ Dataset [23] with Nvidia Mask dataset [23]

used as masks, where images in column (a) are the masked-

image generated using the Nvidia Mask dataset [23]; im-

ages in column (b) are the results of inpainting by our pro-

posed method; and images in column (c) are the ground-

truth.

the CelebA-HQ.

A lower FID score indicates that the reconstructed im-

ages are close to the ground-truth. A similar judgement
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(a) Masked (b) R-MNet (c) GT

Figure 6: Results of image inpainting using R-MNet-0.4 on

Places2 [43] and Paris Street View [5], where images in col-

umn (a) are the masked-image generated using the Quick-

Draw dataset [14]; images in column (b) are the results of

inpainting by our proposed method; and images in column

(c) are the ground-truth.

Table 1: Results from CelebA-HQ test dataset, where Quick

Draw dataset by Iskakov et al. [14] is used as mask-

ing method with mask hole-to-image ratios range between

[0.01,0.6]. † Lower is better. ⊎ Higher is better.

Inpainting Method FID † MAE † PSNR ⊎ SSIM ⊎

R-MNet-0.1 26.95 33.40 38.46 0.88

Pathak et al. [26] 29.96 123.54 32.61 0.69

Liu et al. [23] 15.86 98.01 33.03 0.81

Yu et al. [41] 4.29 43.10 39.69 0.92

R-MNet-0.4 3.09 31.91 40.40 0.94

Table 2: The inpainting results of R-MNet-0.4 on Paris

Street View and Places2, where Quick Draw dataset by

Iskakov et al.[14] is used as masking method with mask

hole-to-image ratios range between [0.01,0.6]. † Lower is

better. ⊎ Higher is better.

Dataset FID † MAE † PSNR ⊎ SSIM ⊎

Paris Street View 17.64 33.81 39.55 0.91

Places2 4.47 27.77 39.66 0.93

quantifies the MAE, though it measures the magnitude in

pixel error between the ground-truth and reconstructed im-

ages. For PSNR and SSIM, higher values indicate good

quality images closer to the ground-truth image. Looking

at the results in Table 1, our model achieves better perfor-

mances than other state-of-the-art methods.

To test the effectiveness of our model, we conduct a test

using the Nvidia Mask dataset [23], and show our results

on the CelebA-HQ dataset in Figure 5. These masks are

of different categories with hole-to-image area ratios. Note

that these masks were not used during training of R-MNet.

We used it for testing only to demonstrate our model su-

periority and robustness across mask. We carry out further

experiments on Paris Street View and Places2 to generalize

our model. Masks of the same sizes [0.01,0.6] are randomly

selected during testing. Results can be seen on Table 2 and

Figure 6, which shows our model is able to generalize to

various inpainting tasks and not just face inpainting.

5.3. Ablation Study

We investigate the effectiveness of reversed mask loss,

and conduct experiments at different λ and compare its per-

formance using hole-to-image area ratios between [0.01,

0.6]. We use λ= 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 on reversed mask loss

for different experiments with the same settings. The results

are shown in Table 3. When λ=0 the model has no access

to the reversed mask to compute the loss function, we re-

alise that the mask residue is left on the image as shown

on Figure 7. Based on the output images, although the spa-

tial information of the image is preserved, the convolutional

inpainted regions need assistance to minimise the loss be-

tween the mask and the reverse mask loss during prediction.

We start by giving a small value to λ=0.1, we notice that the

results get better but we obtain poor performance visually.

That is, the pixels in the mask region did not blend properly

with the surrounding pixels, leaving the image with incon-

sistencies in texture. We experiment further with λ= 0.3,

0.4, 0.5 and carried out subjective evaluations using FID,

MAE, PSNR and SSIM. With λ= 0.4, we obtained the best

results with no further improvement by increasing the value

of λ. The mask as input to the CNN allows the network to

learn the size of the corrupted region. The bigger the mask,

the longer it takes to achieve perceptual similarity. This

is because the region grows bigger and the network takes

longer due to a smaller proportion of the loss covering the

entire image to ensure the inpainted region is semantically

consistent with the rest of the image.

6. Discussion

The ability to generalize good performance on machine

learning algorithms based on end-to-end mapping of real

data distribution to unseen data, is vital to the learning out-

come by various models. In image inpainting, algorithms

based on generative networks, predict missing regions fol-

lowing a real data distribution from a large dataset. Typi-

cal approaches predict these hidden regions by applying an

encoding-decoding process to the image, where the missing
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Table 3: Results from Paris Street View and Places2 us-

ing Quick Draw dataset by Iskakov et al. [14] as masking

method with mask hole-to-image ratios [0.01,0.6]. † Lower

is better. ⊎ Higher is better.

Lrm weight FID † MAE † PSNR ⊎ SSIM ⊎

λ=0.1, R-MNet-0.1 26.95 33.40 38.46 0.88

λ=0.3, R-MNet-0.3 4.14 31.57 40.20 0.93

λ=0.4, R-MNet-0.4 3.09 31.91 40.40 0.94

λ=0.5, R-MNet-0.5 4.14 31.0 40.0 0.93

(a) Masked (b) λ = 0 (c) λ = 0.1 (d) λ = 0.4 (e) GT

Figure 7: Visual results on ablation study where (a) is the

input masked image (b) results of the R-MNet-Base model

without ℓrm. As loss on this model we used ℓ2 and binary-

cross-entropy as loss (c) R-MNet with ℓrm loss at with

weight application of 0.1 (d) R-MNet with full ℓV P (φ) with

λ=0.4 on Quick-Draw [14] as masking method.

regions are defined usually by a binary mask. The encod-

ing process will produce a high dimensional feature repre-

sentation of the image where the missing information has

been recovered, while the decoding process will generate

the original image, i.e. the input image without missing in-

formation.

Generally the learning procedure of the model parame-

ters is performed by solving a loss function minimization.

Often, the model parameters are learned using a forward-

backward process. In the forward pass the loss function

calculates an error between latent distribution of real and

generated data. The loss is then back-propagated into the

model to update the parameters weight (backward pass).

The ability of our model to identify the missing regions

of the input image is essentially assisted by our reverse

mask loss, that will force the network to primarily focus on

the prediction of the missing regions. The reverse mask loss

combined with the perceptual loss and the preserved spatial

information within the network, will ensure accurate predic-

tion of missing regions while keeping the general structure

of the image and high resolution details.

A practice of existing inpainting GAN is the requirement

to apply the mask on an image to obtain a composite image

(masked-image), which in turn share the same pixel level.

Additionally, when using irregular masks, these regions to

be inpainted can be seen by the algorithm as a square bound-

ing box that contains both visible and missing pixels, which

can cause the GAN to generate images that can contain

structural and textural artefacts.

To overcome this issue, we modify the usual approach

by having two inputs to our model, during the training, the

image and its associated binary mask. This allow us to have

access to the mask, at the end of our encoding/decoding

network, through the spatial preserving operation and gives

us the ability to compute the following, that will be used

during the loss computation:

• A reversed mask applied to the output image.

• Use a spatial preserving operation to get the original

masked-image.

• Use matrix operands to add the reversed mask image

back on the masked-image.

By using this method of internal masking and restoring,

our network can inpaint only the required features while

maintaining the original image structure and texture with

high level of details. Our network shows better achieve-

ment, when compared to state-of-the-art methods, numer-

ically and visually, where the output image are visually

closer to the original image than other approaches.

Globally we demonstrate through our approach that

combining global (perceptual) and specific (reverse mask)

loss we can achieve better performances, thus overcoming

the limitation of having a model trained only using global

loss.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel approach using Reverse

Masking combined with Wasserstein GAN to perform im-

age inpainting task on various binary mask shapes and sizes.

Our model targets missing pixels and reconstructs an image

with structural and textural consistency. We demonstrate

that our model can perform accurate image inpainting of

masked regions on high resolution images while preserving

image details. Through our experimental results, we have

shown that training our model alongside performing reverse

matrix operands of the mask is beneficial to image inpaint-

ing. We also show that our model when compared with the

state-of-the-art methods can obtain competitive results.
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